Objectives: For 15 weeks, use our eLearning platform and attend our online live sessions to review the main subjects of the Symfony certification exam and boost your chances of success.

Teaching and technical aspects

Our program consists of the following elements:

· A daily MCQ test.
· 15 live online training sessions, 1.5 hours per week.
· Discussions with the trainer by email and during the online sessions.

Course materials: Materials in English will be available on the platform. The courses will be recorded and the videos will also be available on the online revision platform throughout the subscription.

Pedagogical material: provision of collaborative material.
**Technology:** The course will be distance learning. You will receive a Zoom link to connect to the training sessions in English.

If you are a learner with a disability, we are here to help you identify the most suitable arrangements for the teaching methods and materials or the relevant human assistance.

For more information, please feel free to contact Mr. Laurent Vaquette: laurent.vaquette@sensiolabs.com / 0033 1 86 65 72 25

**Evaluation methods:** An MCQ is conducted every day during the training course to check the evolution of your skills.

**Teaching resources**

SensioLabs University has designed the best Symfony training experience by combining in-class sessions and eLearning.

In addition to training sessions and our daily test, get access to **SymfonyCasts**. Keep reviewing the topics of the Symfony certification thanks to 100+ videos available 24/7.

**How to register?**

An order must be placed via the registration form on our website, via the email address training@sensiolabs.com or by phone.

The registration will be confirmed after reception of the signed quotation and a full payment or an agreement of coverage from an OPCO, before the beginning of the training.

**Learn Symfony with Symfony certified trainers and the SensioLabs University eLearning platform:**
The training program includes the 15 topics of the Symfony certification exam. Each week, an online session of 1.5 hours takes place on one of these topics:

- PHP and Web Security / Standardization
- HTTP
- Symfony Architecture
- Controllers
- Routing
- Templating with Twig
- Forms
- Data Validation
- Dependency Injection
- Security
- HTTP Caching
- Console
- Automated Tests
- Miscellaneous Part 1
- Miscellaneous Part 2
DAILY TESTS

- Test yourself once a day on a 20 question multiple choice quiz.
- Explore a database of more than 1,200 questions on PHP, object-oriented programming, Doctrine, Twig...

SKILLS RADAR GRAPH

- Track your level and your evolution on each subject and component of Symfony.
- Your skills results on each test appears on the Dashboard menu as a radar graph.
- See the topics on which you still need to get better.